
Design Miami/ launches DM/BX, an online shop for a new generation of 
design enthusiasts

Miami, September 6th, 2021 - This week Design Miami/ launches DM/BX, a new online design 
destination that responds to an emerging gap in the market, promoting and amplifying 
established and emerging design to the next generation of collectors. Featuring one-of-a-kind 
pieces, limited-edition designs and newly released works by celebrated and emerging 
designers; DM/BX provides a fresh take on collectible design, listing objects priced between 
$50-$2500. Aimed at providing a different access point for new collectors, DM/BX offers a 
curated look at the latest in contemporary design culture.

Design Miami/ has been the world’s leading event for design collectors since 2005, curating a 
programme of celebrated design fairs in Miami and Basel. Curated by the Design Miami/ team 
as well as guest curators, DM/BX offers coveted works by designers across furniture, jewelry, 
lighting, ceramics and more. Featured works are sourced from a mix of independent studios; 
top tier, expert galleries; artisan makers; underground brands; and more, available 365 days a 
year at designmiami.com.

In addition to the launch of DM/BX, Design Miami/ is expanding its programme, both 
internationally and online - also launching Design Miami/ Podium x Shanghai in November 
this year and making all of its fairs instantly shoppable on the main Design Miami/ website.

“The launch of DM/BX marks an important moment in the expansion of the Design Miami/ 
family. DM/BX is a new step for us and offers the chance for our team of experts to highlight 
beautifully crafted objects at a different price point and champion the work of emerging 
talents. As our programme of fairs expands, so does our digital offering. DM/BX will be a hub 
of limited-edition works and new launches, enabling design enthusiasts to browse and 
purchase, whilst also supporting our network of galleries and designers.” - Design Miami/ 
CEO, Jennifer Roberts

Design Miami/ aims to create a truly global community of collectors, at all price points, 
through in-person fairs and online shoppable experiences. Initially launching in September, 
DM/BX will continue to evolve , developing creative collaborations with the designers, brands 
and makers operating at the cutting edge of the industry.



DM/BX is Design Miami’s new, shoppable design destination featuring works by celebrated 
and emerging designers from around the globe. Created to inspire design lovers the world 
over—both connoisseurs and those new to design—DM/BX offers a fresh look at the best in 
the ever-evolving design scene. The new shop features one-of-a-kind, limited edition, and 
small batch design objects across furniture, jewelry, lighting, ceramics, and more. As an 
extension of the existing Design Miami/ Shop, which offers historic and contemporary 
collectible design from world class galleries and studios, DM/BX offers unprecedented 
access to works by designers on the rise, available 365 days a year at designmiami.com. 
Spotlighting the makers, ideas, and stories behind the pieces, DM/BX provides a glimpse into 
tomorrow through the eyes of the design world’s most forward-thinking makers.

About Design Miami/
Design Miami/ is the global forum for design. Our curated, multi-platform marketplace 
cultivates global communities of galleries, studios, brands, experts, collectors, and 
enthusiasts who share our passion for the art of design. We deliver unique design experiences 
through our celebrated fairs, events, and curated digital platform, designmiami.com. Our 
mission is to transform how the world explores, exchanges, and collects design.

Since launching our first fair in 2005, we have dedicated our efforts to the elevation and 
celebration of design. This year, our biannual collectible design fairs will take place from 
September 21 – 26 in Basel Switzerland (rescheduled from June 2021 dates) and from 
December 1 – 5 in Miami Beach, Florida. Each fair will feature selling-exhibitions of museum-
quality 20th and 21st century furniture, lighting, and objets d’art from the world’s top, expertly 
vetted galleries. Moreover, in December 2020, we unveiled Design Miami/Podium at the Moore 
Building in Miami, Florida and we are thrilled to present Design Miami/Podium x Shanghai in 
partnership with Made in House this November 4 – 14, 2021.

All Design Miami/ fairs and exhibitions are now presented in a hybrid format. Exhibited works 
will be available to purchase for a limited time at our expanded digital platform, 
designmiami.com. In addition to a click-to-collect shopping experience at Design Miami/Shop, 
Design Miami’s online event experience will feature 3D interactive tours, virtual programming 
and engaging storytelling at the Forum Magazine. Designmiami.com exists to amplify the work 
of participating Design Miami/ galleries and studios to a broad global audience, and provides 
unprecedented access to exceptional design, 365 days a year.
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